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AUSN ATTENDS BRIEF ON AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT 
On 4 November 2013, AUSN attended an informative briefing on the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and 

important piece of legislation in the 1990's that is impacting and helping Veterans lives around the country. This was in 

anticipation for the Senate consideration the Convention on the Rights of Person with Disabilities (CRPD) Treaty which 

extends Veteran protections under ADA. During the brief, AUSN heard from a panel of disabled Veterans who had said 

how their lives had been impacted and improved because of ADA. CRPD would be debated in a Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee hearing the following day which advocates have stated would be able to continue to help Veterans, 

expanding upon ADA, to meet certain challenges by disabled Veterans that remain here and around the world. 

 

 

FURTHER READING: 
The ADA briefing, held in the Dirksen Senate Office Building, was also supported by a consortium of disability 

advocacy groups such as the Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA), Paving Access for Veterans Employment 

(Operation PAVE), and the National Disability Rights Network amongst many others. All of these advocacy groups 

were working together to educate the general public, Members of Congress and staff and other organizations on 

concerns of the disabled Veteran community and the relevance of the Americans with Disabilities Act to their lives. The 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was passed by Congress and signed into law by President George H.W. Bush in 

July of 1990. This briefing focused on how disabled Veterans benefit from the ADA, their challenges, and what rights 

individuals have under the act (see attached PDF for details on rights). 
  
Speaking at the briefing was a panel of disabled Veterans and disability advocates who delved into the details of how 

the ADA impacts the Veteran community. These included LTJG Paul Tobin, U.S. Navy (Ret) and MSG Kenneth 

Holman, U.S. Army (Ret) and Ms. Joyce Walker-Jones. LTJG Tobin served in the Civil Engineering Corps before 

having his promising Navy career cut short by a swimming accident. Today, LTJG Tobin serves as the President and 

CEO of the American Spinal Association, and is responsible for the organization’s strategic operations as well as vision. 

MSG Holman was paralyzed from the waist down after a training accident and today, is currently employed by 

Microsoft. Ms. Walker- Jones’s brother suffered from PTSD after combat service in Vietnam, and she represented the 

Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) on the panel of speakers. 
  



Each of these individuals discussed their experiences with ADA and how it relates to the circumstances of disabled 

Veterans. The panel demonstrated that disabled Veterans are protected from employment or other discrimination and 

unfair treatment under the ADA, even though such illegal treatment continues to occur in some areas either openly or 

discreetly. 
  
Details can be found at AUSN’s Capitol Hill Blog on ADA Briefing. 

 

AUSN ANALYZES HOUSE PASSED VETERANS BILL WITH AGENT ORANGE PROVISION 
AUSN took a look at an amendment within House bill, H.R. 2189, which passed last week that contains AUSN priority 

bill language pertaining to Blue Water Navy Vietnam Veterans. Under current law, Blue Water Navy Veterans who did 

not set foot in Vietnam or serve aboard ships that operated on the inland waterways of Vietnam between 9 January 

1962 and 7 May 1975 must prove that they were exposed to herbicides during military service in order to receive 

disability compensation for diseases related to Agent Orange exposure. These claims are decided on a case-by-case 

basis, where between 2002 and 2009 alone, over 2,000 such claims have been denied by the VA. Provisions in H.R. 

2189, would direct the Joint Services Records Research Center (JSRRC) to do a comprehensive search to determine 

which ships are eligible for coverage under current law, expanding the number of eligible claims. This would help with 

claims Veterans are making when they are sick or, in some cases, have died and claims are made by their surviving 

families. 
  
FURTHER READING:  
On 28 October 2013, the House of Representatives passed several bipartisan bills, including H.R. 2189, introduced by 

House Veterans’ Affairs Committee (HVAC) Chairman, Representative Jeff Miller (FL-01). This bill would establish a 

Commission or task force charged with examining the root causes of the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) disability 

claims backlog and providing solutions for ending it by 2015, with a particular focus on expediting Agent Orange and 

Blue Water Navy Vietnam Veteran claims. This particular Agent Orange amendment was originally a separate bill 

introduced by Representative Chris Gibson (R-NY-19), drafted with the support of AUSN, as H.R. 1494, the Blue 

Water Navy Ship Accountability Act. AUSN was pleased to send a letter of support for H.R. 1494 earlier this year. 
  
The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) currently maintains a list of U.S. Navy and Coast Guard ships that operated in 

Vietnam. Evidence confirmed through military records must show that the Veteran was aboard one of these ships in 

order to receive benefits from exposure to Agent Orange, an herbicide that was sprayed during the Vietnam War which 

causes much health and birth complications. The list is updated periodically with additional ships based on receipt of 

new evidence. When a Veteran files an Agent Orange exposure-related claim, the regional office forwards a request for 

research to the Department of Defense (DOD) and the Joint Services Records Research Center (JSRRC). Under current 

law, however, Blue Water Navy Veterans who did not set foot in Vietnam or serve aboard ships that operated on the 

inland waterways of Vietnam between 9 January 1962 and 7 May 1975 must prove that they were exposed to herbicides 

during military service in order to receive disability compensation for diseases related to Agent Orange exposure. These 

claims are decided on a case-by-case basis, where between 2002 and 2009 alone, over 2,000 such claims have been 

denied by the VA. 
  
The provisions of H.R. 1494, now in H.R. 2189, would direct the JSRRC to do a comprehensive search to determine 

which ships are eligible for coverage under current law, expanding the number of eligible claims. This would help with 

claims Veterans are making when they are sick or, in some cases, have died and claims are made by their surviving 

families. This assists with streamlining the claims process for these Veterans and ensures they will receive more timely 

decisions on their claims and quicker access to benefits they deserve at no cost to the taxpayer as scored, by the 

Congressional Budget Office (CBO). 
  
Details can be found at AUSN’s Capitol Hill Blog on House Passed Veterans Bill. 
  
AUSN SUPPORTS HOUSE ARMED SERVICES ASIA-PACIFIC OVERSIGHT SERIES 
On 29 October 2013, Representative J. Randy Forbes (R-VA-04), House Armed Services Committee (HASC), 

Subcommittee on Seapower Chairman, and Representative Colleen Hanabusa (D-HI-01) formally announced they 

would be taking the lead on a HASC established Asia-Pacific Oversight Series. The focus of the series will be on 

educating both Members of Congress and the general public about long-term national security challenges the United 

States faces in the Asia-Pacific. AUSN supports the establishment of this 5-month series, which seeks to take a 

http://www.ausn.org/NewsPublications/Blogs/tabid/2167/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/31831/AUSN-Attends-Briefing-on-The-Americans-with-Disabilities-Act-Why-it-Matters-to-Veterans.aspx
http://www.ausn.org/Advocacy/AdvocacyNewsInformation/tabid/2153/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/25299/Letter-of-Support-for-Rep-Gibson-Bill-HR-1494-the-Blue-Water-Navy-Ship-Accountability-Act.aspx
http://www.ausn.org/NewsPublications/Blogs/tabid/2167/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/31751/categoryId/230/AUSN-Analyzes-House-Passed-Veteran-Omnibus-bill-with-Agent-Orange-Amendment.aspx


comprehensive look at our broader security interests in the Asia-Pacific region while focusing particular attention to 

the rise of China and its military modernization efforts. 
 
FURTHER READING: 
Representative Forbes and Representative Hanabusa announced that, as concerned HASC members, they would be 

leading the Committee’s bipartisan new oversight effort; the HASC Asia-Pacific Oversight Series. This series, which 

will entail numerous Congressional hearings and inquiries, is intended to examine and provide oversight of the U.S. 

foreign and military policy shift toward the Asia-Pacific region. This is particularly noted in the 2012 Defense Strategic 

Guidance which stated on page 2 that, “Accordingly, while the U.S. military will continue to contribute to security 

globally, we will of necessity rebalance toward the Asia-Pacific region.” While the Committee will continue oversight 

of military operations in the Middle East and elsewhere, this series represents Congressional interest in shaping long-

term strategic and security interests in Asia, occurring alongside this “Pivot to the Pacific.” Both Representative Forbes 

and Representative Hanabusa stated, “we feel the rise of Chinese military modernization, and the geostrategic impact 

this trend stands to have on our friends, allies and trading partners throughout the region, calls for a thorough oversight 

effort by the House Armed Services Committee,” in their announcement. In response to this announcement, AUSN 

recently sent a letter of support to the two Representatives, acknowledging the importance of this bi-partisan endeavor. 

 

 

The series aims to increase both Congressional and general public knowledge of Asia-Pacific security issues through 

full Committee and Subcommittee hearings, including engaging other Committees, and closed briefings by the Pentagon 

and Pacific Command. Additionally, this new effort is expected to include discussions with ambassadors from the 

region. While HASC oversight of American policy towards the Asia-Pacific region will be a continual process, the 

series is slated to officially end in February with the Independent Panel assessment of the 2014 Quadrennial Defense 

Review (QDR), putting forward the perspectives gained for the establishment of future defense priorities. 
  
Details can be found at AUSN’s Capitol Hill Blog on Asia-Pacific Oversight Series. 
 

AUSN TESTIFIES BEFORE MILITARY COMPENSATION & RETIREMENT MODERNIZATION 

COMMISSION 
AUSN's Vice Chairman of the Board, MCPON Jim Herdt, USN (Ret) submitted his written opening statement, in 

advance to his oral testimony before the Military Compensation and Retirement Modernization Commission (MCRMC) 

that was held 5 November 2013, at the Rosslyn Hyatt Hotel in Arlington, VA. AUSN was part of a panel of other 

Military Service Organizations (MSOs) including the Association of the United States Army (AUSA), the Air Force 

Association (AFA) and the Marine Corps League (MCL). AUSN was pleased to be called to speak and joined other 

MSOs and Veteran Service Organizations (VSOs), including our partners in The Military Coalition (TMC), to present a 

unified message with our concerns and hopes for the sustainability of the pay, benefits and retirement of those who 

served and continue to serve our Armed Forces. 

 

 

FURTHER READING: 
MCPON Herdt, USN (Ret) presented AUSN’s position on numerous items of concern/interest before the MCRMC 

Commissioners. Questions ranged from TRICARE, utilization of Military Treatment Facilities (MTFs), areas of 

collaboration between the Department of Defense (DOD) and the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), Veteran 

unemployment and military pay (which some discussed the trends in research comparing civilian and military pay 

discrepancies). Here’s a notable portion of MCPON Herdt’s oral opening statement read before the Commission; 
  
“Commissioners, there are three areas where the Department of Defense (DOD) has stated that Military Compensation 

and Benefits are becoming “unsustainable”: pay, healthcare, and retirement.   All three of these issues are crucial to the 

recruitment and retention of our all-volunteer force and all three are areas that have seen wild accusations and 

misinformation spread. For example, personnel and healthcare costs have represented the same share of the defense 

budget (approximately a third) consistently over the past 30 years. The costs have not grown and/or “spiraled out of 

control,” as DOD has claimed. Rather, this same level continues, most recently in the President’s Budget (PB) for Fiscal 

Year 2014 (FY14), where again only about a third of DOD’s budget is actually impacted by Military Personnel Costs. 

Given this trend over the past 30 years, this is hardly unsustainable” 
  

http://www.ausn.org/Advocacy/AdvocacyNewsInformation/tabid/2153/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/31808/Letter-to-Rep-Forbes-and-Rep-Hanabusa-in-support-of-the-HASC-led-Asia-Pacific-Oversight-Series.aspx
http://www.ausn.org/Advocacy/AdvocacyNewsInformation/tabid/2153/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/31808/Letter-to-Rep-Forbes-and-Rep-Hanabusa-in-support-of-the-HASC-led-Asia-Pacific-Oversight-Series.aspx
http://www.ausn.org/NewsPublications/Blogs/tabid/2167/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/31772/categoryId/230/AUSN-Supports-House-Armed-Services-Committee-HASC-Asia-Pacific-Oversight-Series-in-Midst-of-Budget-Uncertainty-and-Negotiations.aspx
http://www.mcrmc.gov/index.php/about/commissioners
http://www.mcrmc.gov/index.php/about/commissioners


“Commissioners, we can talk numbers and fees for hours, but overall, we need to ask ourselves, is this right thing to do? 

Is the system truly broken or does it just need to be tweaked? The decisions by the Commission need to work for our 

servicemembers, first and foremost, and need to be sustained through good economic times and bad. Oftentimes, there is 

the tendency to compare private sector and corporate programs to the military, but the level of sacrifice and commitment 

by our military and families is incomparable. Servicemembers are promised certain protections and benefits upon 

joining the military. They make enormous long-term sacrifices, and need to be offered reasonable compensation. Not 

only are these benefits incentives, they are relied upon by all servicemembers for stability and quality of life. The 

reduction of compensation and benefits violates our nation’s promise to them. 
  
AUSN recommends that the Commission look at; past mistakes, correct information vs. misinformation, and the 

promise we have made to our men and women in uniform as you continue your deliberations.” 
  
Details of the Testimony can be found at AUSN’S Testimony before the MCRMC webpage. 
  
SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE HEARING ON CRPD 
On 5 November 2013, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee (SFRC) held a hearing concerning the ratification of the 

Convention on the Rights of Person with Disabilities (CRPD) Treaty. The witnesses present included a bipartisan and 

knowledgeable array of individuals including Senator Kelly Ayotte (R-NH), Senator Mark Kirk (R-IL), the Honorable 

Tom Ridge, Chairman of the National Organization on Disabilities and former Secretary of Homeland Security, 

Representative Tammy Duckworth (D-IL-08) also a Lieutenant Colonel in the Illinois Army National Guard, the 

Honorable Richard Thornburgh, Former Attorney General of the United States, Dr. Susan Yoshihara, Senior Vice 

President for Research and Director at the International Organizations Research Group and the Catholic Family and 

Human Rights Institute, Mr. Timothy L. Meyer, Assistant Professor of Law at the University of Georgia School of Law, 

and Mr. Michael Farris, Chairman of Home Legal Defense Association and Chancellor at Patrick Henry College. The 

hearing was held by SFRC Chairman, Senator Robert Menendez (D-NJ), and SFRC Ranking Member, Senator Bob 

Corker (R-TN), focusing on the merits as well as concerns with ratification of the treaty, which many in the Military 

Service Organization (MSO) and Veteran Service Organization (VSO) community support. 
  
FURTHER READING: 
The SFRC hearing began with opening remarks made by the Chairman, the Ranking Member, and the witnesses. First, 

Chairman Menendez began by stating that there are over 5 million Veterans with disabilities as a result of their military 

service. He also mentioned that the ratification of this treaty would lead to the adoption of American values around the 

world and create world-wide accessibility of the American standard for the treatment of the disabled as well as disabled 

Veterans. Ranking Member Corker praised the tremendous progress Congress has made with amendments to the 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). He explained that while he does not currently hold a position on this treaty, he 

believes that there are unintended consequences with every law which must be considered. Senator Ayotte, in reading a 

statement from former Senator Bob Dole (R-KS), urged the support and consent of this treaty. Mr. Dole reminded 

everyone in his read statement that this treaty was only five votes short last year, receives support from over 20 VSO’s, 

including AUSN as referenced in a letter sent this past month, and advances the rights of the disabled around the world.  
 
He explained that having left World War II as an American with a disability, many thousand American Veterans will 

benefit from the ratification of this treaty as it furthers the American tradition of support and inclusion. Senator Kirk 

spoke next and stressed that this treaty allows American Veterans to go out into the world as, “victors and not victims.” 

Representative Duckworth was next and she emphasized that the CRPD is integral for America’s global leadership role. 

She reminded the Committee that U.S. laws do not follow Veterans overseas. She stated that disabled Veterans cannot 

study abroad if there is no handicapped access, are often inconvenienced when travelling overseas, and may be forced to 

choose between taking a career enhancing tour of duty and being forced to leave family behind if their spouse or 

children are disabled.  
Mr. Farris spoke next and stated his concern that the ratification of CRPD will impose binding legal obligations on the 

country. He also stated concerns about CRPD having unintended effects, citing the difference between the medical 

definition, and the human rights definition, of disabled. Secretary Ridge reminded the Committee of the undue burden 

on the 5.5 million disabled Veterans abroad. He stated that this treaty is a time to come together on the issue of 

disabilities and will export our values of how we treat the disabled and disabled Veterans abroad. Mr. Thornburgh 

reiterated that this is a world-wide effort to support disability rights and assured the Committee that this treaty will not 

http://www.ausn.org/Advocacy/AdvocacyNewsInformation/tabid/2153/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/31767/Written-Opening-Statement-Submitted-to-Military-Compensation-and-Retirement-Modernization-Commission.aspx
http://www.ausn.org/Advocacy/AdvocacyNewsInformation/tabid/2153/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/30782/Letter-to-Sen-Menendez-and-Sen-Corker-in-support-of-the-Convention-on-the-Rights-of-Persons-with-Disabilities-CRPD.aspx


reach local and state jurisdictions. He also mentioned that the Research, Understandings, and Declarations (RUD’s) for 

this treaty fall within legal standards. 
 
Following these opening remarks Chairman Menendez deferred to the Committee members for questioning and 

comments. The Chairman asked how this treaty helps Veterans. Representative Duckworth answered that some sites in 

Germany are not accessible to Veterans stationed in Germany due to disabilities. She then reminded the Committee that 

many Veterans cannot bring their families with them to their duty stations and many miss out on study abroad programs 

when returning to school after their service due to such accessibility concerns. 
  
SENATE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE HEARING ON CR AND SEQUESTRATION 
On 7 November, 2013, the Senate Armed Services Committee (SASC) held a hearing on the effects of sequestration upon 

the military. The hearing was led by SASC Chairman, Senator Carl Levin (D-MI), and SASC Ranking Member, Senator 

James Inhofe (R-OK). Notable witnesses included Admiral Jonathan Greenert, the Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) 

and General James Amos, the Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC).   The hearing was intended to determine the 

effects that sequestration is having and to address these issues moving forward. It was particularly important because 

the service chiefs had the opportunity to discuss recent fall out from the shutdown, impacts of the current Continuing 

Resolution (CR) which ended the shutdown and overall preparedness of our military with ongoing sequestration, all on 

the eve of the Senate beginning its consideration of the Fiscal Year 2014 (FY14) National Defense Authorization Act 

(NDAA). 
  
FURTHER READING: 
SASC Chairman Levin began by calling sequestration “arbitrary and irrational,” saying that it compromises our national 

security and undermines America’s position in the world. He stated that the services would have to cut end strength, 

decrease training, and delay maintenance and modernization. He asserted that it has already negatively impacted 

readiness through delayed training and the furlough of civilian employees, and that another year of its effects would 

only compound this. Chairman Levin continued to state that a successful budget conference would be crucial to finding 

a different approach to deficit reduction, and asked the witnesses to clearly lay out the impacts of sequestration for the 

benefit of the conference, and asked them to address both temporary and long-term measures. Senator Inhofe said that 

he was concerned that the general public was not aware of the threat of shrinking forces, and that servicemembers are 

being undermined, reiterating that money to pay them will have to come from training and equipment. This creates an 

environment where servicemembers are kept in their positions but are unable to work effectively because of other 

shortfalls. Inhofe asserted that threats from terrorism, rogue states, and emerging powers like China will go unchecked 

without a strong US military presence, which sequestration significantly hampers. He pointed out a growing divide 

between the American public’s expectation for security and actual military capability, reiterating that the public should 

be well informed of sequestration’s effects. 
 
Admiral Greenert said that he planned to focus on two points concerning sequestration: the current budget situation and 

the impacts of sequestration. He said that the Navy needs to be present and responsive where and when it is needed to 

protect American interests. Sequestration will reduce readiness, causing the Navy to be unable to execute the 2012 

Defense Strategic Guidance. Sequestration-caused reductions in the operations and maintenance budget will cause the 

Navy to be unable to have two Carrier Strike Groups (CSG) in reserve at all times, which is crucial to a rapid response 

to crises. There are currently 3 deployed, with none in reserve. Additionally, sequestration cuts will mean reductions in 

aircraft maintenance as well, leading to an overall shortfall in equipment availability. Furthermore, the hiring freeze on 

civilian staff will continue. Admiral Greenert explained that like other services, the Navy had been able to avoid most of 

sequestration’s most grave impacts this year by moving funds around, but there are no longer remaining funds to 

mitigate these effects. He said that the Navy would likely have to defund at least 1 Virginia Class submarine (SSN), 

stressing that the undersea domain not be pushed aside during budget considerations, as well as one Littoral Combat 

Ship (LCS), and went on to say that they may even have to delay the new Ford Class carrier acquisition if sequestration 

is not stopped. Additionally, the new Ohio Class Ballistic Missile Submarine (SSBN-X) program represents a priority, 

but it must be delayed if the funding does not exist. He added that the Navy has already heavily invested in the SSBN-X 

and that delays now would be an example of the additional costs that sequestration can cause. He said that the Navy will 

have to transfer or reprogram $1 billion for operations and management by January. He also projected that by 2020, the 

fleet will be down to 255 ships, 40 less than planned, including 48 submarines. Combined, these will represent 

significant cuts to the Navy force structure, already weakened by cuts. Finally, Admiral Greenert noted that submarine 

capacity is already at only 50% of what combat command requests. He argued that the financial situation must be solved 



but not at the expense of security. 
 
In regards to the Marine Corps, General Amos said that the Marines are faced with the need to mortgage tomorrow’s 

readiness to preserve today’s, saying that United States Marine Corp (USMC) are resilient in the face of cuts and will 

place defense first. He argued that furloughs are a, “great disservice” to civilian employees. The Marines have realigned 

funds to maintain unit readiness at the cost of infrastructure maintenance and modernization, which General Amos 

argued will quickly become unsustainable. He said that the necessary force to meet the 2012 Defense Strategic 

Guidance needs is 186,800 Marines, which is cut to 182,000 by the 2011 Budget Control Act (BCA), i.e. sequestration, 

and added that 179,000 is all that can be paid for with current budget constraints. He went on and called sequestration a 

purely budget-driven effort, not a strategy for reduction whereby a reduced force will lead to longer deployments with 

less training, and will cause the USMC to effectively lose an entire division. 
  
Most of the questions and answers were focused on budgetary items; however Senator John McCain (R-AZ) during the 

hearing was the most critical of the service chiefs for complaining about funding levels, particularly in cases such as the 

costs of the new Ford Class aircraft carrier. When Admiral Greenert said the Navy would face a $500 million deficit in 

FY14, McCain responded, “You didn’t mention we have a $2 billion cost overrun in the USS Gerald R. Ford,” and 

continued by asking the CNO, “Tell me, has anybody been fired from their job as a result of a $2 billion cost overrun of 

an aircraft carrier?” In addition, the service chiefs reported that the Department of Defense (DOD) has found that the 

number of reports of sexual assaults within the military’s ranks grew by an unprecedented 46 percent last year, a 

number that only fueled SASC Senators concerns of what is shaping up to be a contentious debate on the issue when the 

Senate takes up the FY14 NDAA in the next two weeks. SASC members, Senator Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY) stated in 

the hearing that, “It’s an indicator that this is an epidemic that must be addressed. It’s a horrible statistic that the 

incidences have gone up that high,” acknowledging that, “You don’t know if the instances have gone up or just the 

reports have gone up. You don’t know which one it is.” 
  
AUSN ON THE HILL 
This week, the House was in recess, but the Senate met and hosted numerous hearings, which AUSN monitored, and 

began moving on consideration of the Fiscal Year 2014 (FY14) National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA). AUSN, 

along with monitoring Senate hearings, began to shift attention towards amendment consideration for the FY14 NDAA, 

meeting with the offices of Senator Tim Kaine (D-VA) and Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-CA) on collaborative efforts on 

some beneficial amendment language regarding continued sequestration impacts upon the Department of Defense 

(DOD). In addition, AUSN had a meeting with the staff of the Military Compensation and Retirement Modernization 

Commission (MCRMC) at headquarters; just days after AUSN presented oral testimony before the Commission. Items 

discussed were concerns brought up by the Commission during the testimony that AUSN was asked for their 

perspective on. AUSN also participated in an Executive Director’s meeting of The Military Coalition (TMC), where our 

Executive Director, VADM John Totushek, USN (Ret), voted on the TMC’s future legislative goals/agenda. Later in the 

week, AUSN participated in a Navy Safe Harbor Foundation (NSHF), a close partner of AUSN, Veterans Day 

luncheon, sitting with guest speaker, Representative Rob Wittman (R-VA-01), and participating in a Veterans Day Press 

Conference with Senator Bernie Sanders (I-VT), the Chairman of the Senate Veterans Affairs Committee (SVAC). 
  
PRIORITY BILLS INTRODUCED THIS WEEK 
S. 1668, (Official title yet to be released). Introduced by Senator Michael Bennett (D-CO), the bill would require a 

Comptroller General of the United States report on the impact of certain mental and physical trauma on the discharge of 

members of the Armed Forces for misconduct. 

S. 1637, United We Stand to Hire Veterans Act. Introduced by Senator Joe Manchin (D-WV), the bill would better 

connect current and former members of the Armed Forces with employment opportunities by consolidating duplicative 

Federal Government Internet websites into a single portal, to conserve resources by merging redundant and competing 

programs. 
 
In the advocacy section of the website, you can click on Bills of Interest to get daily revisions on Congressional action 

for all AUSN priority bills. We STRONGLY encourage you all to visit our Advocacy page, especially the Capitol Hill 

Blog which receives almost daily submissions when Congress is in session to see what AUSN is doing for you on 

Capitol Hill. 
  

http://www.ausn.org/Advocacy/BillsofInterest/tabid/2668/Default.aspx
http://www.ausn.org/Advocacy/tabid/150/Default.aspx
http://www.ausn.org/Advocacy/TheCapitolHillBlog/tabid/2335/Default.aspx
http://www.ausn.org/Advocacy/TheCapitolHillBlog/tabid/2335/Default.aspx


We also encourage you and your friends and family to visit the AUSN FACEBOOK PAGE. If you have an account, 

please Login and “Like” us, which will allow you to see our TWITTER feeds and other updates from AUSN that shows 

us monitoring Capitol Hill on your behalf! 
  
NEW LEGISLATIVE ALERTS 
There were no new legislative alerts this week. Again, when these alerts are sent to your email, please click on the 

TAKE ACTION link that is at the top of the alert email to send a letter response to your Members of Congress (a few 

of you have written in that you wish to send letters, but don’t know how). Please continue to go to the Legislative Alerts 

section on the AUSN webpage and/or check your e-mail and submit ones you haven’t seen yet to your Congressional 

delegation. 
  
NEXT WEEK OUTLOOK 
Next week, both the House and Senate are in session, as the Senate moves closer to consideration of the Fiscal Year 

2014 (FY14) National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) and AUSN helps a few offices prepare Amendments. 

Monday is an observed holiday, Veterans Day, so neither chamber will be in session; however AUSN, as an associate 

member of the Veterans Day National Committee, will be present at the National Ceremony at Arlington National 

Cemetery, presenting AUSN’s colors and laying a wreath at the Tomb of the Unknown Solider. Our participants include 

AUSN’s National President, DKCM Charles Bradley, USN (Ret), our Executive Director, VADM John Totushek, USN 

(Ret), as well as a few other AUSN appointed officers, Veteran guests and staff. In addition, AUSN will be attending a 

Veterans breakfast next week as well as its regular meetings of The Military Coalition (TMC). Finally, AUSN will be 

covering a House Veterans’ Affairs Committee hearing next week on the VA’s Independent Living Program and 

meeting with the Staff of Senator Angus King (I-ME) and meeting with Representative Tim Walz (D-MN-01). 

 

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS/CONCERNS 
Anthony A. Wallis, Legislative Director 
Phone (o): 703-548-5800, (m): 703-517-9310 
E-mail: Anthony.Wallis@ausn.org 
Legislative Action Center: Contact Congress 
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